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Abstract—The self-improving system integration (SISSY) initiative has emerged in recent years in response to a systems engineering trend towards the organisation of open, interconnected
systems integrating a large set of heterogeneous and autonomous
subsystems. Based on the idea to equip subsystems with capabilities to assess and maintain their own integration status within
the overall system composition, a variety of concepts, techniques,
and contributions have been proposed and fruitfully discussed at
the particular events of the underlying workshop series. In this
article, we summarise and categorise these research efforts and
derive a roadmap towards full-scale SISSY systems.

available to other systems, as often is the case in the classical
engineering of complex System of Systems (SoS).
The increasingly complex challenges of developing the
right type of modelling, analysis, and infrastructure for designing and maintaining ICT infrastructures has continued to
motivate research in the self-organising systems, Autonomic
and Organic Computing systems communities – resulting in
the vision of self-improving system integration (SISSY). The
goal of the SISSY initiative is to study novel approaches to
system of system integration and testing by applying self-*
principles; speciﬁcally, approaches are investigated that allow
for a continual process of self-integration among components
and systems that is self-improving and evolving over time
towards an optimised and stable solution.
Although research in self-organising systems – such as
the Organic Computing (OC) [2] and Autonomic Computing (AC) [3] initiatives – has seen an exciting decade of
development with considerable success in building individual systems, OC/AC is faced with the difﬁcult challenge of
integrating multiple self-organising systems, and integrating
self-organising systems with traditionally engineered ones as
well as naturally occurring human organisations. Meanwhile,
although there has been important progress in system-ofsystems methodologies (e.g. Service-oriented Architectures [4]
and cloud technology [5]), many of these developments lack
scalable methods for rapidly proving that new conﬁgurations
of components/subsystems are correctly used or their changes
veriﬁed or that these frameworks have pulled together the best
possible context-sensitive conﬁguration of resources for some
purpose of a user or another system.
This article summarises the research activities in the context
of SISSY over the last ﬁve years and aims at consolidating
them into a preliminary blueprint for SISSY systems. We
therefore categorise the different contributions from the past
events of the SISSY workshop – 2014 at IEEE International
Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organising Systems
(SASO14) [1] in London, UK, 2015 at IEEE/ACM Interna-

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information and communication technology (ICT) pervades
every aspect of our daily lives. This inclusion changes our
communities and all of our human interactions. It also presents
a signiﬁcant set of challenges to correctly designing and
integrating our resulting technical systems. For instance, the
embedding of ICT functionality in more and more devices
(such as household appliances or thermostats) leads to novel
interconnections and a changing structure of the overall system. Not only technical systems are increasingly coupled, a
variety of previously isolated natural and human systems have
consolidated into a kind of overall system of systems – an
interwoven system structure [1].
This change of structure is fundamental and affects the
entire production cycle of technical systems – standard system
integration and testing is not feasible any more because it
does not cope with the dynamic changes in a relatively open
system of goals, behaviours, relationships, and even participating systems. Also, unlike many current complex systems,
the integrating systems do not have any or little control or
authority over each other, and indeed, there may be no central
authority or control for most of the behaviours or goals of
the system. There may be some standards, rules, or governing
body for certain aspects of the system, but like the Internet,
many goals and behaviours may be brought in an unregulated
manner by participating users and systems. Furthermore, there
may be limited or no knowledge of other participating systems
978-1-5386-5175-9/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE
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tional Conference on Autonomic Computing (ICAC15) [6]
2015 in Grenoble, France, 2016 at IEEE/ACM International
Conference on Autonomic Computing (ICAC16) [7] 2016
in Würzburg, Germany, and 2017 at IEEE International
Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organising Systems
(SASO17) [8] in Tuscon, US. We further take related contributions from the ﬁeld into consideration to broaden the
scope of the discussed research activities. Finally, we use
the consolidated blueprint as a basis for deriving a research
roadmap for SISSY by identifying the most urgent ﬁelds where
insights are needed to close the gaps in SISSY technology.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section II summarises the various contributions in the ﬁeld of selfimproving system integration from the previous workshops
and categorises those research efforts. We consolidate these
efforts into an aggregated blueprint for SISSY systems in
Section III. Afterwards, Section IV identiﬁes open issues and
derives research challenges. Finally, Section V summarises the
article and gives an outlook to future work.

The underlying design concept provides the fundamental
basis of realising SISSY capabilities in large-scale system organisations. Consequently, some of the contributions proposed
novel architectures or variants of existing approaches.
In [12], the authors adapted the Observer/Controller framework [15] and the corresponding design process [16] as known
from the Organic Computing domain [2]. The responsibilities
of the components has been kept – but the concept has been
extended by means of covering aspects such as detection of
mutual inﬂuences and computational trust. Furthermore, the
need of mechanisms for self-explanation of self-integration
behaviour has been highlighted [12].
Also with roots in the ideas of OC, [17] presented a goaloriented holonic architecture. The basic idea is that all systems
provide the same kind of interfaces for status description
and goal manipulation – and the mechanisms to realise the
large-scale system composition are mainly based on conﬂict
resolution for low-level goal conﬂicts and contradictory demands. Here, a particularly relevant capability is to plan and to
adapt these plans continuously to changing requirements and
dynamics. [18] described a concept and the resulting challenges for planning models in the context of self-modelling
as performed by SISSY systems. This is accompanied by a
process planning and self-improvement component especially
dedicated to cyber-physical systems and their challenges [19].
As already visible in the description above, a key challenge
for SISSY systems is to allow for an efﬁcient and goaloriented collaboration among the distributed heterogeneous
subsystems. In this context, contributions dealt with the question of how to design cooperating self-improving systems [20]
and how to realise a model-based cooperative system integration [21]. Furthermore, a design approach for a reﬂective
service for SoS integration has been presented [22]. This has to
be accompanied by ensuring appropriate use of computational
resources, which has been discussed in [23].
A key component in all discussed architectural concepts is
responsible for deciding about adaptations of the integration
status. In this context, [24] provided an overview and an
analysis of possible decision-making techniques suitable for
this task. However, the decision horizon goes far beyond a
purely reactive adaptation to changing observations. In contrast, [25] and [26] highlighted that such a self-improvement
process has to be based on a long-term decision horizon
in the sense that planing is accompanied by self-reﬂection
capabilities of the SISSY systems. This, in turn, requires a
collective approach and consequently has implications of the
design of these systems – [26] presented an adapted variant
of the Observer/Controller concept.
Finally, a fundamentally different way to design SISSY systems has been presented in [27]. Here, the idea is to establish
a system-wide artiﬁcial DNA concept that is responsible for
self-building embedded systems. Conceptually, this implies a
design process that makes heavy use of modularisation and
re-usage of components and code fragments.

II. R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS IN SISSY
As outlined above, the SISSY initiative has resulted in a
set of workshops. In the rest of this section, we categorise the
contributions from these workshops from problem description
to design concepts and to classes of techniques for realising
SISSY technology. In particular, we propose the following
categories of research: a) aspects of the underlying problem
and a deﬁnition of SISSY, b) design concepts and architectures
for systems with SISSY capabilities, c) collaboration mechanisms and concepts for building collective systems, d) concepts
and techniques for autonomous learning and self-awareness, e)
concepts and techniques for promoting computational trust and
security, and f) applications of SISSY concepts.
A. Problem Description
A ﬁrst set of contributions aimed at deﬁning the class of
systems that need novel technology from the SISSY domain to
be able to appropriately engineer, master, and maintain them.
As a result, the class of “Interwoven Systems” (IwS) [9], [10]
has been deﬁned with its various characteristics.
Based on Maier’s deﬁnition of the term “System of Systems” (SoS) [11], IwS describes an SoS structure with speciﬁc
properties. For instance, we typically ﬁnd aspects such as
heterogeneity of contained subsystems, real-time demands,
(partly hidden) mutual inﬂuences among actions and performance of subsystems, or uncertainty of environment and
observations, see [10].
In addition to this identiﬁcation and deﬁnition of the class
of IwS, contributions described speciﬁc examples for such systems, see [12] and [1]. Furthermore, it has been claimed [13]
that, in order to rapidly learn to integrate and align with both
humans and other technical systems in a changing environment, SISSY mechanisms and design concepts should embody
socially-sensitive properties [14].
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knowledge at all abstraction layers that range from individual
human users to crowd sourcing technology and to highly
uncertain sources such as the Internet.
In [36] and [37] multi-sensor systems have been investigated
with an application in activity recognition. Here, probabilistic,
generative models have been used for self-adaptation of sensor
constellations – the integration status of sensors self-improves
by learning.
In contrast, [38] described an approach to map learning
problems to a standardised model base that contains representations of problem instances. By calculating a ranked list
of similarities to these representatives the system can appropriately learn its generalisation capability, which is highly
important for dealing with unknown observations in SISSY
systems. Making use of related learning techniques, [39]
focused on learning of system discovery mechanisms through
an analog of neocortical architectures and experimental play.
Finally, ensemble methods have been investigated. Because
anticipatory integration control requires forecasting of upcoming conditions and behaviour of the individual system itself as
well as those in its vicinity, the authors of [40] proposed to
make use of the different advantages of various techniques
for the same purpose. They propose to additionally learn at
a meta-level by means of deriving the best combination of
(learning) techniques at runtime.

As already outlined by the IwS design as extension of
the Systems-of-Systems concept [11], the main idea is that
subsystems do not act in an isolated manner any more. In
contrast, collaboration and cooperation among the distributed
entities is required for self-integration and self-improvement
purposes. Several contributions picked up some important
issues in this context.
For instance, [28] proposed a concept for managing a posteriori federations of self-integrating subsystems. This is closely
related to mechanisms for negotiating behaviour restrictions as
proposed by [29]. The reﬂective service, noted above, proposes
to ﬁll the gap between the goals of the SoS and that of a
participating system; it assigns reﬂective agents to each new
participating system and it assesses the incoming system’s capabilities and behaviour through communication, observation
and active experimentation and matches the system with the
current needs or goals of the overall SoS.
Furthermore, researchers have argued that such a complex
open system structure demands for novel concepts of governance – we should consider the overall system as a kind of
digital society that requires complex control mechanisms like
those available in human organisations [30].
D. Learning
In several papers, the desired capability of “learning” has
been investigated. A continuous assessment and adaptation of
the integration status as well as the need to self-improve this
integration status requires that the autonomous systems are
able to generate novel knowledge at runtime. Due to the sheer
size of the possible input space, design-time knowledge is far
from being sufﬁcient and needs to be supported by mechanisms to derive insights from observations and experiences.
In [31], a summary and in-depth comparison of approaches for
self-improvement in Self-adaptive systems has been presented.
As a basis for realising these capabilities, speciﬁc techniques
from the domain of machine learning have been proposed, including reinforcement learning, ensemble learning, and probabilistic generative modelling. One contribution presented
a basic concept for self-improving autonomous subsystems
and how these subsystems can dynamically learn the most
appropriate action within a multi-agent constellation [32].
However, this mostly focused on the individual system and its
own isolated adaptation and action-based learning behaviour.
Furthermore, questions regarding the process of gathering
knowledge at runtime and from various knowledge sources
with different characteristics have been discussed.
For instance, in [33], the authors described a concept for
autonomously selecting knowledge sources at runtime and
combining different learning paradigms that are closely connected to these various ways to integrate externally available
knowledge. This extends work in [34] – there, the authors
claim that collaborative interactive learning [35] mechanisms
are needed for future smart technical systems in open environments. In particular, lifelong learning needs the freedom
to identify and integrate novel sources of information or

E. Computational Trust and Security
As outlined above, IwSs are typically open by design –
autonomous systems are free to join and leave the overall
system at any time. This inherently implies that subsystems
are unknown and their behaviour can not be anticipated.
In particular, this also implies that malicious elements may
become part of the system and attempt to exploit it. As a
countermeasure, two basic concepts have been discussed in
detail: computational trust and security.
In the context of security, compliance with security requirements in multi-tenant applications [41] has been investigated.
Furthermore, the need of mutually testing the correct functioning of subsystems has been highlighted in [42] – extending
security mechanisms towards a continuous testing solution.
In the context of computational trust, a concept for establishing explicit communities of mutually trusted subsystems
(i.e. isolating malicious or faulty subsystems) has been presented [43]. Based on this initial concept, several extensions
have been investigated: Mechanisms for measuring trust and
reputation [44], advanced attacks on such trust communities
and corresponding countermeasures [45], accusation-based
strategies to identify misbehaving subsystems and to establish
forgiveness solutions [46], and robust self-monitoring mechanisms at runtime [47]. Furthermore, [48] demonstrated that
computational trust and forgiveness techniques can result in
improved reliability and reduced overhead.
F. Applications
The different approaches have been discussed and analysed
in the context of different applications. As one example for
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Fig. 1. Conceptual view of an individual SISSY system.

open systems with unknown cooperation partners, researchers
have focused on the computational architecture for a volunteer
grid system [47], [45], [46], [49]. There, agents provision and
utilise computing resources of other agents. Based on this grid
scenario, an extension for distributed image rendering has been
part of the focus of research [49].
Based on the same techniques, protocols for robust communication in wireless sensor networks have been presented,
see [48]. Closely related to this is work in the ﬁeld of cloud
computing, where provisioning and integration of computing
resources is done using an anticipatory approach [50].
In [51], embedded many-core computing systems served as
basic application scenario, where self-integration is done in the
context of virtualisation. [38] presented computer vision as a
domain where SISSY methods are beneﬁcial. In contrast, [37]
used embedded devices such as smartphones for activity
recognition and developed novel methods for self-improving
the corresponding classiﬁcation systems.
Besides these basic ICT scenarios, several further application domains have been targeted. In [52], highly autonomous
surgical training systems have been presented. [40] used
urban trafﬁc control and management (i.e. progressive signal
systems and route recommendations) as examples for SISSY
technology. Finally, [12] discussed smart grids, large-scale
data centres, and trafﬁc management as promising examples,
concluding that especially applications in the context of interconnected infrastructure with strong ICT functionality have a
high demand for SISSY technology.

•

about available neighbours (i.e. those systems that might
have a certain inﬂuence or impact on the system of
interest), techniques to ﬁnd correlations in behaviour and
mechanisms to detect hidden effects among these systems
and their behaviours are needed. An example of such
techniques can be found in [53].
Emergence detection: Systems that are based on selforganised behaviour are likely to have emergent effects. Since self-integration makes heavy use of selforganisation, emergence has to be considered using techniques such as those presented in [54]. This requires the
creation and use of new language and representational
mechanisms to describe new phenomena that emerge.
Self-reﬂection: Critically assessing the system’s own
knowledge and experiences is deemed a crucial capability
of SISSY systems. On the one hand, the system should
be able to assess its own knowledge base and models.
On the other hand, the system may also need to assess
and model the knowledge, viewpoint, and models of other
SISSY elements. Potentially, this can be done through a
combination of communication, observation with reasoning, and the active experimentation as discussed in [55].
If a SISSY system is able to detect knowledge gaps, i.e.,
regions of the system’s state space that are not covered at
all, or only with knowledge of insufﬁcient quality, within
its knowledge base (cf. [56]), it is, in a subsequent step,
also able to proactively ‘bridge these gaps’ by initiating
appropriate countermeasures. Therefore, a variety of socalled oracles with different degrees of reliability and
availability can be incorporated, as proposed in [33]. Another possibility to overcome identiﬁed knowledge gaps
would be to interpolate missing information/knowledge
from already existing elements in the systems’ original
knowledge bases, as proposed in [57]. Naturally, other
SISSY elements can be requested to provide support
at different abstraction levels, e.g., by providing sensor
information, experiences, or abstracted knowledge. Here
a collective approach is necessary based on exchange
mechanisms for those kinds of information [25], [26].

Conceptually, we assume that each self-integrating system
element is connected to other system elements using standard
communication networks. In addition, a SISSY overlay network is formed autonomously by the SISSY elements, and this
overlay network reﬂects the current system organisation and
realises the necessary middleware functionality. As a result,
the overall system composition distinguishes between three
system-wide layers: 1) the underlying physical network, 2) the
overlay network connecting the individual SISSY systems, and
3) the individual system layer. Figure 2 illustrates the resulting
layered system organisation.

III. A B LUEPRINT FOR SISSY S YSTEMS
Figure 1 combines the properties of the OC-based view
as deﬁned in [12], [26] with those of the holonic system
composition and structuring as proposed in [17], [2]. In
particular, we assume a system element that is enriched with
an Observer/Controller tandem responsible for assessing and
maintaining the element’s integration status.
In comparison to the standard OC design concept, each
SISSY element possesses mechanisms for the following:
• Mutual inﬂuences: A major challenge of IwSs is the existence of other systems with direct and indirect inﬂuence
on the system’s status and performance. In order to be
able to deal with such inﬂuences and dependencies, they
have to be detected in the ﬁrst place. Based on knowledge

The middleware solution is serving as a communication
platform augmented with a set of basic services running in
automated and distributed mode, i.e., without the need for
external control and intervention. These basic services include
the following techniques to be mutually available:
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Neighbour discovery: Mutual inﬂuence and emergence
describe two phenomena that may result from the missing
awareness of others’ inﬂuence. A prerequisite for such
an awareness is initial information about available other
systems that join and leave. It is important to note that
neighbourhood has a looser deﬁnition than that usually
applied to geographically or ordered “nearness–farness”
dimensions. The neighbourhood here has an emphasis
on relevant or possible impacts (desirable or undesirable), even though such a determination is often formally
undecideable. Hence, the middleware has to provide a
neighbour discovery mechanism that updates a (local)
neighbour cache. In order to allow for such a mechanism,
existing techniques can be applied, either simply by using
broadcast procedures or by more advanced neighbour
discovery routines from the data networking domain
(especially from mobile ad-hoc networks [58]).
Service discovery based on capability description:
Based on e.g. ontology-driven self-description of capabilities and status, a service discovery routine is needed
to detect relevant interaction partners among the available SISSY elements. Appropriate and adaptive resource
discovery is a key part of the approach to the reﬂective
systems approach in [59]. Of course, with emergent
behaviors, the ontologies will change, and the terms of
cooperation among the systems will also have to change.
This level of language creation and sharing has not been
adequately studied.
Computational trust: Trust and reliability information
are created based on one’s own experiences in the ﬁrst
place. In addition, distributed entities need to exchange
information to be able to deal with unknown elements
or those with limited experiences. Therefore, technical
trust and reliability estimations need to be established in a

distributed manner, potentially augmented by a reputation
system. These assessments can be derived using existing
work, see e.g. [43], [44].
The previously described prototypical SISSY element and
its position within the overall system composition reﬂects our
view on the state of the art within the last years of research.
We use this as basis for analysing urgent research challenges
in the next section. However, this is not meant to cover the
entire spectrum of research efforts in the SISSY domain and
probably leaves some of the current developments out of focus.
IV. R ESEARCH P ERSPECTIVES
In order to ﬁnally bring SISSY systems into operation,
we need to address many research issues. The following
section aims at presenting a roadmap for SISSY systems that
characterises the required efforts in different paths that we
have to follow.
As we noted at the beginning, the key SISSY challenge
is to do continual integration improvement and optimisation
without full knowledge and without full control or authority
over the other SISSY systems. Below we start to unpack some
of the research implications of this challenge.
A. Interactions beneﬁt and not harm participating systems
This leads to another part of this formidable challenge which
is what are the language processes and modelling capabilities
we need to create in order to allow a SISSY system to make
“ﬁrst contact” with new systems, new components, and new
situations. What does it need to model, negotiate and discover
potential beneﬁts and pitfalls of working with another system?
Importantly, how does it build up or bootstrap its existing
knowledge in order to decide on its level of integration with
another system? This last point leads directly to another critical
implication of the SISSY challenge.
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B. Building up knowledge is critical

E. Self-Assessment of Integration Status

Above we noted some of the research challenges in building
up knowledge. One was approaches for learning about the environment, which includes other entities who could be more or
less smart through active experimentation and play, as well as
the need for new types of negotiation and communication [60].

Assessing the current state of the integration by each individual subsystem becomes critical as incomplete integration
might lead to faulty overall system behaviour. The question
arises on how to evaluate such an integration status as a
priori knowledge might either not be available or out-of-date
due to the changing environment and a changing system.
For successful integration both, the integrating system and
the running system it is integrating into, need to be aware
about how to integrate. Since this needs to be established at
runtime, there are two fundamental approaches: a white-box
approach and a black-box approach. In a white-box approach,
both systems have access to their respective interfaces and
potentially even their source-codes. Both know mutually how
they have to operate in certain conditions. In the black-box
approach, one of the systems is not sharing this information
and the state of integration needs to be established in another
way. The aforementioned experimental play or active experimentation could be one way to ensure the integration of all
systems. However, it is vital to each individual component to
perform this experimentation in a semi-controlled environment
to ensure that the system is safe throughout the integration
process. We can also imagine elements that are responsible
for continuously monitoring and maintaining the safety of the
combined system integration, see [61].

C. Modelling
A key aspect of research is to come up with a SISSYtailored system model that captures and integrates challenges
already well known in related disciplines such as machine
learning, optimisation, conﬂict resolution, service-oriented architectures, etc. Such a uniﬁed system model with welldeﬁned subproblems to be solved, paves the way for straightforward application of existing techniques and algorithms from
strongly related domains and prevents SISSY research from
re-invention of concepts.
D. Deﬁnitions, Metrics, and Instrumentation
In classical system engineering, a great deal of time is
spent by designers on carefully selecting what components
can be interfaced, how they should be constrained in the ways
that they are interfaced, and analysing the resulting behaviour
at many different levels of the complex system. Gradually,
designers have recognised that integration is not a one-time
activity and that, especially in complex, interconnected, dynamic and fairly open systems, integration must be an ongoing
process. Furthermore, since SISSY systems are also selfadaptive and dynamically changing systems, this means that
there are potentially many new goals, new situations to adapt
to, and a rapidly changing environment (that includes the
other self-aware systems). This also means that integration for
a SISSY system, regardless of how good the initial design
and integrated SoS was, must somehow be continually reaccomplished by the SISSY system at runtime. There are
three major types of critical integration tasks that must be
guaranteed by the SISSY system. First, that the systems
are able to perform their priority functions with sufﬁcient
performance when integrated with other systems. Of course,
sufﬁcient means that given a situation and certain agreements
a system may be willing to underperform for a speciﬁed
time. Priority means that what is being performed may change
depending on the timing and state of the participating systems.
Second, that the systems are not being harmed (they are
safe). This again needs to be deﬁned by the systems involved
and the context. Third, that the systems can potentially gain
beneﬁt from the participation of the other systems – from
the integration. Let’s look at this last very carefully. Classic
integration emphasised to some extent the notion that we need
all the component systems for some reason and that integration
meant that 1) we could gain all their functionality; 2) without
harming the overall system or the other component systems.
But with SISSY we are raising the bar; we are deﬁning
improvement as in part both being an improvement of the
performance or situation of the individual component and of
gaining new beneﬁts because of the integration.

F. Proactive Learning Behaviour
Instead of equipping future SISSY systems with selfadaptation techniques that only react in response to observed
system demands, we should think of methodologies that extend
such algorithms towards proactive ones explicitly seeking for
interesting states where the system was not able to gather
sufﬁcient experiences so far. By acquiring knowledge before
it is actually needed, we assume that negative effects due
to disturbances or other unforeseen situations and intensiﬁed
by random guessing or simply not responding to change,
clearly impacting the overall system utility, can be alleviated.
Challenges such as deciding on which direction to explore or
judging the usefulness of currently pursued knowledge need
to be overcome. Directions of future research regarding this
aspect could be, for instance, Computational Curiosity [62],
Intrinsically Motivated Learning [63]. It will also be important
to understand how to manage the dynamic knowledge structures to maintain system efﬁciencies, as in [64].
G. The Social Dimension
Lastly, integration always involves integrating the human in
the technical systems. This goes well beyond user interface
aspects or reporting out from the system. A human has to
be able to trust, to understand, and to control in critical
cases the behaviour of the system. Part of the motivation for
reﬂective systems has always been the ability of the system to
report out to the human for monitoring what its state, goals,
and activities are. In the case of SISSY, we not only need
this, but entirely new means of communications and paths
into the reasoning and operation of the collective system in
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order to better predict upcoming behaviours and potential
problems. This includes making any dedicatedly engineered
socio-technical system or subsystem as, e.g., described in [65],
[66], interface accordingly.

building modest methods for monitoring the parallel adaptive
methods and to integrate them.
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